GUEA presents a special event with

Menah Pratt, 
Author of
“Blackwildgirl: A Writer’s Journey to Take Back Her Superpower”

Reading and Conversation

Monday, May 20
Noon to 2 p.m.
Broadway Conference Center

Books will be available via raffle in-person

Register to attend at bit.ly/menahpratt

Through 45 years of journals, poems and letters to Love, “Blackwildgirl: A Writer’s Journey to Take Back Her Superpower” is a candid, raw and unconventional genre-bending autobiography. It shares the story of one woman’s lifelong journey to reclaim Blackwildgirl, her queen superpower that she was separated from as part of a childhood bargain made by her parents.

This book is for anyone who wants to understand the experiences of girls as they seek to become wild women — women who are fierce and fearless; women who are warriors for themselves and others; and women who want to move from invisible underground lives to aboveground lives of impact and influence.